


Ernie Grühn (Bruce) Ernie has played across Canada in cover acts, tribute 
acts, original bands,  and now his vocal experience has taken Maiden Manitoba 
to the next level. A staple in the Winnipeg music scene, Ernie is a man that 
needs no introduction!

Trevor Harper (Steve) The thundering, hard-hitting, low end “gallop” of 
Icarus comes from Trevor Harper.  Trevor started playing in his first bands at the 
age of 15, and has since then played hundreds and hundreds of live shows, and 
toured all of Western Canada. He uses his many, many years of live experience 
to bring you the best Iron Maiden Tribute you deserve; to bring you “The Bass of 
the Beast”! 

Dylan Bewski (Nicko) also known as Dbdamage, you would have heard the 
pounding of Db thundering kick foot at the most popular live entertainment 
venues in Winnipeg over the last 30 years. He first picked up the sticks at 6 
years old and hasn’t put them down since! He took to the hard rock heavy metal 
instantly, starting with KISS and now playing anything that makes his heart 
pound. Db is very honoured to be a part of Icarus, playing songs from one of the 
best Heavy Metal acts of all time.

Jay Singbeil (Adrian) Jay has a passion for great guitar playing. Does his 
best to do the music right.

Norm Goodman (Dave) Norm has toured Canada and the United States for 
the past 25 years. Norm is a lifelong Iron Maiden fan and his love for their music 
is very apparent in his passionate live performances.

Our Story
Icarus features an all-star line-up of seasoned 

musicians who eat, sleep, and breathe Maiden, and 
is well know for producing an authentic Maiden sound 

while maintaining a Maiden look and feel.

Playing all the songs known to generations of classic metal lovers, they will 
turn the heads of even the hardest of the hardcore fans with songs from all 
Maiden eras.

From clubs to outdoor festivals, Icarus always deliver stadium worthy 
performances and will leave you screaming for more.

Fly as high as the sun...

The Band
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Ultimate Tribute to
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email: 
contact@icarustribute.com
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